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*When you Look at your work, are there subjects, themes you always 
refer to?

Themes and subjects i refer to are often things that are very close 
and familiar to me. Simple objects out of my home, a flower and a vase, 
apparent still lives. 
________________________________

*How does your background as graphic designer influence your work as 
a painter ?

I like to leave the traces of the process visible in my work. By working over 
and over on the same work a work becomes gradually visible.  You keep 
seeing the traces of what could have become but it isn’t there anymore. Like 
a memory that can fade away but stays in the background. Or something that 
isn`t finished yet can still evolves to something even better. Not everything 
have to be visible at the first glance. 
________________________________ 

*You said to me that your artistic path starts from the very small 
formats. Why does „the small“ play a big role for your paintings?

I like to keep everything close to me, like valuable jewels in a treasure chest. 
Small formats gives me the opportunity to hold everything with me in boxes 
and open and unpack it again and again. As a repetitive ritual. It often 
surprises or give hope, a smile. Small formats also makes the viewer look in a 
very focused way.



*Your paintings also seem to have some abstract elements. Please say 
something about it.

I like playing with form and color. It reminds me to the simplicity of an intuïtief 
childgame. The repetitive aspect is an often recurring element in my work. It 
helps to figure things out and helps to become a kind of calmness and 
stillness
________________________________

*By using objects we find in the kitchen and by painting  objects that 
are in houses, do you also refer to a kind of longing for home?

I m an house person so yes I am searching for some kind of recognizeability 
and warmth in my work. It’s a (re) appreciation of seemingly banal objects. 
Domestic scenes are common in my work. It*s about being comforted by 
gradually becoming entwined with familiar things. 
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